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Equity markets all gained week-on-week as the US Fed delivered on the indicated March hike and reassured markets of
the gradual hiking of the interest rates. The Fed's decision to hike interest rates in March was not enough to lift yields,
as market players took the Fed's statements as less hawkish than expected. This essentially put pressure on the
greenback.
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 US Treasury yields declined across all tenors, as
market players focused on the Fed's less hawkish
statements over the decision to hike rates in March. As
such, investors are seen to keenly monitor economic
data releases for guidance on the direction of monetary
policy direction moving forward. On average, the yield
curve shifted downwards by 4.78 bps, with the 2-yr yields
losing 3.88 bps to 1.3146%, while the 10-yr yield tumbled
7.4 bps to 2.5005%.

 German bund yields edged marginally lower as market
players reacted to the March FOMC meeting and
potentially lower crude oil prices following the OPEC
meeting. On average, German bund yields lost 1.58 bps.

 Key events that transpired during the week
 Housing starts up 37k to 1288k in February
 Philly Fed manu. index down 10.5pts to 32.8 in

March

 Oil prices remained within the lower range around
USD50.00, after investors reduced their net long positions.
Saudi Arabia made statements that it would no longer
indirectly support US shale oil by overcutting its
production. Iraq and Russia also showed reduced support
for cuts, while on the other hand costs of producing shale
oil continue to increase in the US.

 The uptrend of US equities continued, albeit rising only
slightly last week as investors look for more catalysts to
justify such strength. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
was up 0.1% and the S&P 500 by 0.2%.

 European equities were up as Dutch voters seated the
incumbents, oil prices were stable, and in light of the G-
20 meeting that could provide some direction for
investors. The MSCI Europe was up 1.4%

 Asian equities were the winners last week from
sustained daily incremental gains since the post-Fed
meeting statements reinforced the benign pace of the
rate hike in the US. The MSCI Asia ex-Japan was up
3.6%.
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Local equities rebounded during the week as sentiment was boosted by less hawkish-than-expected statements from
Fed officials following its 25bps hike and strong earnings results from certain index names. The local fixed income
market rose as investors on the back of comforting BSP statments regarding inflation. The peso recovered on good
remittances and tempered Fed statments. Key economic data releases for next week: BSP overnight borrowing rate
and February balance of payments.
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 The Philippine peso appreciated against the dollar, closing
at 50.180 against 50.360 at the start of the week, on the
back of less-hawkish-than-expected Fed statements and
strong OFW remittances.

 The Greenback weakened after Fed statements that
tempered expectations for even more aggressive rate hikes.
The EURUSD rose from 1.056 to 1.072.

 The local equities market rebounded during the week as
sentiment was boosted by less hawkish-than-expected
statements from Fed officials following its 25bps hike.
Strong earnings results from certain index names also
pushed up the local equities. The PSE index gained 198.75
points, or +2.78% for the week. Foreigners were net sellers
with flows amounting to USD 32.22 million.

 ICT (+14.58%) gained the most during the week as its
earnings beat expectations, rising 207%. SM also bounced
back after losing 8.8% during the prior week due to PSEi
rebalancing.

 Key events that transpired during the week:
 San Miguel Corp. (PSE ticker: SMC) reported FY16

net income of Php52.2 (+80% YoY).
 Ayala Corp. (PSE ticker: AC) reported FY16 net

income of Php26Bn (+17% YoY), bolstered by one-off
gains from its banking and energy segments.

 International Container Terminal Services (PSE ticker:
ICT) net income in FY16 reached USD180Mn (from
USD58.5Mn in FY15 or +207%) due to improvement in
domestic trade activities, and new international
contracts.  The local fixed income market securities rose following

BSP statements that inflation and the exchange rate
remain manageable, and on the back of fully awarded
auctions by the Bureau of Treasury.The 10-yr yield
ended at 5.095% while the 2-yr yield ended at 4.082%.

 Key events that transpired during the week:
 January remittances rose 8.6% year-on-year, far

outpacing the expected 5.3% increase
 Philippine January unemployment rate was at 6.6%,

up from 4.7% in October 2016, standing at a two-
year high.


